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Santa Anita
Sunday, May 27th

WITH THE WORKS Cheat-Sheet
NOTE - PG numbers are program betting numbers.
Race 1
Mdn Sp Wt . 1 1/8 mi
PG HORSE
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK
1 Mi ni st ers Bejarano R (120) 42 Machowsky ****Tommy Town 5/10
Gl ory
Michael
Thoroughbreds Llc
4fLooked good here going 37-49.1 in hand to the finish.
2 Cl ydes
Frankoangeles
47 Chew
***Dunns Downs 5/23
Pri de
Geovanni (120)
Matthew Llc
4fLooked good here for Chew going 37.3-49.3 in hand to the finish.
3 Cel t uri an Van Dyke
51 Hendricks **Sheehy Llc
5/21
Drayden (120)
Dan L
5fClocked the final quarter in 23.3 full of run.
4 Wound
Desormeaux K J
43 Hess R B Jr Matt Nelson
5/19
Ti ght
(120)
6fSolo 6f move finishing up the final 3f in 37.1 under a light hand ride.
5 When
Garcia M S (120) 60 Moreno
Garcia Garcia Or 5/24
Jesus
Jose
Wilson Et Al
Wal ked
Antonio
4fLeft the 1/2 mile pole going 38-50.3 hand ridden to the finish.
4/27 SA r8 SCR AE
6 Gol d N
Espinoza V (125) 58 Cassidy
Dp Racing
5/16
Bol d
James
3fGood energy from the break going 24-36.3 sharp.

(T)
ML
2
3
4
2
15

10

HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
1-Minister’ s Glory - fourth straight runner up finish but he went by Wound Tight and the added
distance should help him, strong DELTA , saves all the ground, the one to beat again
2- Clyde’ s Pride - was close all the way, started to drift late but got back into it and really tried hard
3-Celturian - plenty of room to improve off the debut, didn’t have as good a trip as Clyde
4- Wound Tight - has to improve on the Minister but he plenty of chance making just his second turf
start, tough to exclude
Suggested PK5: 1 // ALL // 3,4,6 // 1,4,5 // 2,3,4
Suggested PK5: 1,2,3,4 // 3,4,5 // 4,6 // 1,4,5 // 2,4

Race 2
Mdn Sp Wt . 4 1/2 F
PG HORSE
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK ML
1 Ni ce
Sanchez
Oneill Doug **Reddam Racing 5/18
12
Hai rcut
Diego (122)
Llc
4fNICE HAIR CUT breaking from the gate on the inside of stablemate LOSS MITIGATION
breaking well going 37.1-50.2 well in hand.
5/5 SA r2 SCR Vet
2 Synt hesi s Desormeaux
Desormeaux Big Chief Rcg Llc
5/19
5/2
K J (122)
J Keith
Madaket Stbl Llc
Or Ro
4fBroke well with company going 35-47.2 finishing sharp and galloping out the 5f in 101
flat.
3 Dat a St orm Leparoux
Bonde Jeff Cavalli Peal Or
5/18
2
Ki t t y
Julien R (119)
Russell Et Al
4fDATA STORM KITTY on the outside was best here over stablemate CALM DOWN LADY
tracking early and running down the company late finishing the final quarter in 23.3 full of
run.
4 Ki ng of
Stevens G L
Bonde Jeff Del Secco Dcs Inc 5/15
7/2
Speed
(122)
4fKING OF SPEED outside broke lengths back of stablemate QUEEN OF THE TRACK tracking
to the top of the stretch then running down the mate finishing the final quarter in 23.3
full of run.
5 Toot hl ess Gutierrez
46 Oneill Doug Reddam Racing Llc 5/1
5/2
Mario (122)
Or Erj Racing Llc
Wonder
6 Racket eer Arias Saul
Desormeaux Obs Use Gene
5/19
10
(122)
J Keith
Voss Wayne
Detmar
4fRACKETEER working from the gate with stablemates REFLECT and BABY FRANKIE
breaking well working through splits 24.1-48 flat finishing with good energy.
HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
4- King of Speed - training well for Bonde and this barn has struggled as of late with 1sters but are
better than those numbers would suggest
3-Data Storm Kitty - another Bonde debuting runner, this filly faces the boys but she has flashed
ability in the mornings, expecting her to come out running
5- Toothless Wonder - only one with experience in here and that could go a long way
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Race 3
Opt Cl mg $50k. 1 mi
PG HORSE
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK
1 Tel l Me
Van Dyke
46 Miller
**Ballena Vista 5/24
More
Drayden (123)
Peter
Farm
2 Marri ed by Frey Kyle (125)
52 Chew
James Weigel 5/19
Now
Matthew
4fEasy going 1/2 mile move 39-51.4 under a good hold.
3 Ti ny Ti na Bejarano R (118) 41 Baltas
A Venneri
5/18
Richard Racing Inc
4fShe left the 1/2 mile pole going 39-51.2 in hand to the wire.
4 Meal
Stevens G L
41 Chew
Aulds Jeong Or N/A
Ti cket
(125)
Matthew Johnston
5 Proudl y
Pena Bryan
53 Gutierrez Christina V
5/18
El egant
(118)
Jorge
Mosby
4fDeparted the 1/2 going 37.4-50.2 pushed to the finish tiring.
6 Mraseel
Espinoza Asa
30 Baltas
***Slam Dunk 5/18
(IRE)
(111)
Richard Racing
5fShe finished well here doing the final furlong in 12 flat under a hold.

(T)
ML
5/2
8
6
1
20
3

HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
6-Mraseel -stretches back out and drops, exits a couple of live races and last time she went long it was
a better race than it looks on paper, strong DELTA and she doesn’t have to be as far back today
4-Meal Ticket - powerful winner last out, she has been on the improve for Chew, logical contender
3-Tiny Tina - was outrun early but really closed well and made up a ton of ground late to finish 3rd,
nice setup for the stretch out and she has won sprinting on the lead, versatile

Race 4
PG HORSE
1 Vi naka
2

3
4

5

6
7

Mdn Cl ai mer $40k. 6 F
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK ML
Figueroa
34 Bonde Jeff Brown Jr Klein 5/17
3
Heriberto (113)
Or Lebherz
4fSolo 1/2 mile move working through splits 37.1-49.3 under her own power.
Baby Ice Frankoangeles
Knapp Steve John B Evans 5/16
12
Geovanni (125)
Or Steve R
Knapp
5fBABY ICE was sharp here working from the gate with stablemate BACKWOODS BELLE
working through splits 47.3-100 flat finishing with good energy.
Tapal i t a Van Dyke
48 Hendricks Obsolete
5/19
5/2
Drayden (120)
Dan L
4fMaintenance type 1/2 mile move going 25-49.4 in hand to the finish.
Di amond Fuentes Ruben
47 Marquez
Goodwin
5/20
5
Of Val ue (125)
Alfredo
Goodwin Or
Cannon
4fNot bad here going 36.3-48.4 under a good hold.
Our Sl i ck Espinoza Asa
(46) Hollendorfer C T R Stables 5/20
2
Chi ck
(113)
Jerry
Llc
Hollendorfer
Llc Or Ro
6fWorked in a 3 some drill with stablemates KIMBERLEA K and FULL OF LUCK working
through splits 101-113.2 lightly hand ridden.
Royal C
Pedroza M A
Carava Jack Paymaster
5/16
8
(120)
Racing Llc
5fSolo five panel move going 50-102.1 in hand to the wire.
Mongol i an Talamo Joseph
47 Piccioni
Demaio Racing 5/20
12
Rahy
(120)
Gerard
Ventures Llc
4fStrong final furlong clocked in 12 flat finishing well and galloping out with good
energy.

HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
LQQK 4-Diamond of Value - got the inside shuffle a couple of times in her come back race, really
cost her some ground and she would have been at least 2nd with a smooth journey. Now has the race
under her, cut back will have her with more late punch and she has a couple of speeds to chase in
here, sets up well
5-Our Slick Chick - drops into a good spot and fits with these on class, likely launching from off the
pace
1-Vinaka - inside speed proved she belongs with a group like this, DELTA is strong and the cutback
will help
Suggested PK6: 4,5 // 2,4 // 1,8,9 // 2,3 // 5 // 5
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Race 5
Al w Opt Cl m $40k. 1 1/4 mi (T)
PG HORSE
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK ML
1 Lynnes
Bejarano R
46 Oneill
Great Friends Stbl 5/21
4
Legacy
(125)
Doug
Gorman M
(Blinkers Off)
Richardson M
4fNothing more than maintenance going 37-49.2 in hand.
5/19 SA r9 SCR Trainer
2 Dhafeera (GB) Blanc B
(49) Machowsky Lo Hi Stable Or
5/23
5
(123)
Michael
Ken Shaw
4fShe caught the eye here on the TT finishing the final quarter in 23.3 under a good hold.
3 Mi ss Boom
Gutierrez
45 Baltas
Messineo Or
5/19
5/2
Boom
Mario (125)
Richard
Sands
5fShe left the 5f pole going 50-102 flat striding out nicely.
4 Si beri an Iri s Van Dyke
41 Mandella ***Calumet Farm 5/22
2
(IRE)
Drayden
Richard E
(123)
4fLeft the 1/2 mile pole going 38.2-51.3 finishing in hand.
5 Tammys
Conner
42 Morey
Javier Cardenas Or 5/18
3
Wi ndow
Tyler (123)
William E William E Morey
4fFinished up the final quarter in 25 flat finishing in good stride.
6 Persi st ence Elliott S
48 Cassidy
Dp Racing
5/17
15
(IRE)
(123)
James
5fShe left the five going 38.1-50.1-102.2 lightly hand ridden.
HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
2-Dhafeera - doesn’t face a ton of other early speed in here and she should set the pace and take them
as far as she’ll go
4-Siberian I ris - lone poor try came in a tough stakes race last year, this filly is the one to beat and the
DELTA stamps her a top contender
3- Miss Boom Boom - ultra consistent over the last few years, she is a good exotics use
Suggested PK5: 2,3,4 // 1,3,8,9 // 2,3,5,7 // 2,4,5 // 5
Suggested PK5: 2,4 // 1,8,9 // 2,3 // 5 // 4,5,6,8
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Race 6
Mdn Cl ai mer $20k.
PG HORSE
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK
1 Sai nt Tropez Garcia
(58) Miller
****Rockingham 5/17
Martin
Peter
Ranch
(120)
2 Madera
Payeras
(67) Bradvica Sally Rivera
5/20
Jubi l ee
Edgar (118)
Louis A
3 Copper
Elliott S
(80) Harrington Patricia
5/3
Cowgi rl
(120)
Patricia Harrington
5/20 SA r7 SCR Trainer
4 Nanas Rul e Ochoa Juan 73 Capitaine Patricia
5/7
(120)
Nestor
Mcbrayer
4fHand ridden late finishing the final quarter in 25.3 tiring.
5 Two Ti mi ng Fuentes
(63) Bonde Jeff **Tachycardia 5/1
Lucy
Ruben (120)
Stables
4fSolo 1/2 mile drill going 37.3-49.3 finishing full of good energy.
6 Iri sh Cream Figueroa
50 Miyadi
****Tommy
5/19
N Kafe
Heriberto
Steven
Town
(113)
Thoroughbreds
Llc
5fEasy going 5f move on the TT finishing the final 3f in 37.3 in hand.
7 Cheyenne
Pereira
Herrick
Keeline Or
5/5
Dancer
Tiago (125)
Joe
Reyes
(Blinkers Off)
8 Baby Brown Maldonado
50 Morey
Gulliver Racing 4/28
E (120)
William E Llc Or Slam Dunk
Racing
4fEasy going 1/2 mile move 36.3-49 flat in hand.
5/20 SA r7 SCR Stewards
9 Cal i monco
Espinoza
48 Gonzalez **Tricar Stables 5/5
Act i on
Asa (113)
Sal
Inc

5F
ML
2
30
8

10
6
6

12
5/2

10

HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
LQQK 9-Calimonco Action - the trip will be key for her, she has to try and sit off a few of the early
speeds but not too far where she loses touch with the field, DELTA player
1-Saint Tropez - inside speed on the drop will be flying early
8-Baby Brown - runner up in her debut was a clear cut 2nd and if she shows any improvement she
will win this, the other speeds in here could make things difficult on her
3-Copper Cowgirl - fast filly hits a career low level and will at least be forwardly placed
Suggested PK4: 1,8,9 // 2,3,5,7 // 5 // 4,5,6,8
Suggested PK4: 1,3,8,9 // 2,3,5,7 // 2,4,5 // 5
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Race 7
PG HORSE
1 Navaj o
Dreamer
(IRE)
2 Ahi msa

JOCKEY
Elliott S (120)
Nakatani C S
(120)

Bl ack Pearl S - Nongraded. 6 1/2 F (T)
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK ML
40 Baltas
***Abbondanza 5/12
6
Richard Racing Llc
37

Eurton
Peter

Three Great Sons 5/17
Llc Or Darryl
Hughes
5fLooked great here going 49-101 flat under her own power.
3 Cut e Knows Desormeaux K J 39 Miller
J Kirk Judy Robison 5/18
(120)
Peter
Cut e

5/2

4 Ni ce Ice

12

Ceballos
43 Koriner Koriner Lyons
5/20
Franklin (120)
Brian
4fSolid 1/2 mile move finishing the final quarter in 23.3 focused finishing well.
5 Sappho
Frankoangeles
(54) Damato House Or
5/15
(IRE)
Geovanni (120)
Philip
Mathiesen
5fSAPPHO (IRE) the one eyed wonder working in company with stablemate
HERESLOOKINATYA tracking early and running the mate down late finishing the final
quarter in 23.4 in full stride.
6 Fact orofwon Stevens G L
38 Glatt
Red Barons Barn 5/20
(120)
Mark
Llc Or Rancho
Temescal
5fClocked the final 3f in 35.2 in full stride.
7 Speci al
Bejarano R
Callaghan ****Qatar Racing 5/17
Purpose
(122)
Simon
Ltd
(IRE)
5fEffortless five panel move 37-101 flat under a good hold.
4/27 SA r5 SCR Vet
3/30 SA r6 SCR AE

6

5

5

2

HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
3- Cute Knows Cute - toss the turf route , she looks for her 3rd straight, won over this course with a nice
tactical trip and Kent D jumps on, lots to like
2- Ahimsa - finally gets to go 2nd off the bench with a recent race, and that means today should be her
best effort yet which is scary for the rest, the one to beat with a strong DELTA
5-Sappho - easy to excuse her last, haven’t seen this filly in a while but a nice spot for her to return as she
ran well in her lone try down the hill
7-Special Purpose - Wild Card shipper for Callaghan would be no shock, in some exotics

Race 8
PG HORSE
1 Cuyat hy
2
3

4
5

Desert St ormer
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
Maldonado E
(38) Morey
Cuyathy Llc
(121)
William E
5fShe left the five going 47-59.1 under light hand ride.
Cl assy Tune Prat Flavien
(33) Callaghan Tnip Llc
(121)
Simon
5fLooked good from the five doing splits 50-102.1 under a good hold.
Yuvet si
Espinoza V (121)
33 Sadler John ****Hronis
W
Racing Llc
5fShe went well solo working through splits 47.3-59.2 in full stride.
5/26 SA r3 SCR Re-entered
Mi ss Sunset Leparoux Julien R 32 Bonde Jeff Klein Or
(123)
Lebherz
4fShe left the 1/2 going 35.2-47.4 under a good hold.
Marl eys
Van Dyke
22 Baffert Bob Cicero Farms
Freedom
Drayden (121)
Llc
4fSolo 1/2 mile move going 36-48 flat looking good for Baffert.

S - Grade III. 6 F
BEST WORK ML
5/20
10
5/20

4

5/20

8

5/20
5/23

1
3/2

HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
5- Marley’ s Freedom - she has been very good as of late, and the way this race shapes up she projects
to sit a nice trip behind Miss Sunset and Cuyathy battling early, the one to beat, DELTA player
2- Classy Tune - has been defeated by Sunset a few times but if Cuyathy breaks well and pushes
Sunset, this filly could be playing a different tune today
4-Miss Sunset - proved last out she can sit a bit, really tough try in defeat and she is the one to catch and
beat but this isn’t an easy little field

Race 9
Mdn Sp Wt . 6 1/2 F (T)
PG HORSE
JOCKEY
DELTA TRAINER OWNER
BEST WORK ML
1 St onegat e Espinoza V
Sadler John ****Hronis
5/18
8
(120)
W
Racing Llc
5fGood energy here from the gate working with company 48-100.4 lightly hand ridden
late.
2 Hol l ywood Sanchez Diego
Oneill Doug **Reddam
5/22
10
Square
(125)
Racing Llc
3 Breakers Van Dyke
49 Gallagher **Brazeau
5/10
15
Isl e
Drayden (120)
Patrick
Thoroughbred
Farms Lp
3fClocked the final furlong in 12 flat under a good hold.
4 Ji mmy
Gutierrez
44 Oneill Doug **Reddam
5/11
7/2
Mario (120)
Racing Llc
Chi l a
4fFlashed some speed late finishing the final furlong in 12 flat.
4/28 SA r8 SCR Vet
3/29 SA r6 SCR Re-entered
5 Dat a
Desormeaux K J (51) Desormeaux Peter L
5/19
4
Cent ral
(120)
J Keith
Cantrell
6fDATA CENTRAL was a length best over stablemate SORRY ERIC tracking early and
running the mate down late finishing the final quarter in 23.4 full of good energy.
6 I Am t he Frankoangeles (68d) Puype Mike **Little Red 5/17
6
Danger
Geovanni (125)
Feather Racing
5fSolo 5f move from the gate breaking well working through spits 50.3-103 flat going
easy late.
7 Ki ng
Talamo Joseph (70) Hofmans
**Amerman 5/23
12
Caymus
(125)
David
Racing Llc
3fOff a little slow going 24.3-37 flat.
8 Paddock Pereira Tiago
35d Koriner
***Jay Em Ess 5/18
3
Pi ck
(120)
Brian
Stable
5fHad this one a little quicker going 24.3-36-59.3 with T.P in the saddle.
9 Bri ght on Pena Bryan
Hess R B Jr Purple
5/9
6
Boy
(120)
Shamrock
Racing Or
Chandler
5fWent well here for Hess going 36.4-100.3 finishing sharp.
HANDI CAPPI NG SELECTI ONS & STRATEGI ES
LQQK 5-Data Central - LEGIT TROUBLE last out and really came closing when he got a seam, now
the cutback, great spot for his return off the bench
8-Paddock Pick -he’s had to deal with some nice ones, the slight cutback should help him and if he
takes to grass at all he will be right there
6-I Am the Danger - he debuted in a live race at Los Al and got some action, slow start hurt him but
he shows up as a 1st time gelding today and he’s a bit sneaky
4-Jimmy Chila - beaten favorite down the hill last out is a measuring stick type, belongs on some
tickets especially in the under spots

HOT OFF THE AUCTIONS
HORSE
RCE
PG
Vinaka
4
1
RACING WITH PEDIGREE
RCE HORSE
PG RATING
6
Two Timing 5
Lucy
6
Calimonco 9
Action

Hot Horse =
Cold

RATING SALES NOTES

NOTES
Good Family Wins (PR3), Minor Blacktype (CL3),
Sprint/Miler (SP/M), Dirt (D)
Strong Family Wins (PR4), Minor Blacktype (CL3),
Sprint/Miler (SP/M), Multi-Surface (M)

Trainer / Jockey / Owner Performance =

Hot

RacingwithBruno makes every effort to provide our clients with complete and accurate information. As an independent source of
clocking information we are not affiliated with official track clockers and cannot ensure that we will catch every horse on the official
work tab. We make every effort to catch as many horses as possible, but as we also provide our clients with qualitative analysis of
works, not just times, we must balance quantity with quantity every morning.

Terms of Use ("Terms")
Last updated: July 11, 2016
Please read these Terms of Use ("Terms", "Terms of Use") carefully before using the http://www.racingwithbruno.com (the "Service") operated by
Racingwithbruno ("us", "we", or "our").
Your access to and use of the Service is conditioned upon your acceptance of and compliance with these Terms. These Terms apply to all visitors, users and
others who wish to access or use the Service.
By accessing or using the Service you agree to be bound by these Terms. If you disagree with any part of the terms then you do not have permission to access
the Service.
Purchases
We reserve the right to refuse or cancel your order at any time for reasons including but not limited to: product or service availability, errors in the description
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or price of the product or service, error in your order or other reasons.
We reserve the right to refuse or cancel your order if fraud or an unauthorized or illegal transaction is suspected.
Availability, Errors and Inaccuracies
We are constantly updating product and service offerings on the Service. We may experience delays in updating information on the Service and in our
advertising on other web sites. The information found on the Service may contain errors or inaccuracies and may not be complete or current. Products or
services may be mispriced, described inaccurately, or unavailable on the Service and we cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information
found on the Service.
We therefore reserve the right to change or update information and to correct errors, inaccuracies, or omissions at any time without prior notice.
Accounts
When you create an account with us, you guarantee that you are above the age of 18, and that the information you provide us is accurate, complete, and
current at all times. Inaccurate, incomplete, or obsolete information may result in the immediate termination of your account on the Service.
You are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your account and password, including but not limited to the restriction of access to your computer
and/or account. You agree to accept responsibility for any and all activities or actions that occur under your account and/or password, whether your password
is with our Service or a third-party service. You must notify us immediately upon becoming aware of any breach of security or unauthorized use of your
account.
We reserve the right to refuse service, terminate accounts, remove or edit content, or cancel orders in our sole discretion.
Intellectual Property The Service and its original content, features and functionality are and will remain the exclusive property of Racingwithbruno and its
licensors. The Service is protected by copyright, trademark, and other laws of both the United States and foreign countries. Our trademarks and trade dress
may not be used in connection with any product or service without the prior written consent of Racingwithbruno.
If you have any questions about these Terms, please contact us.
Workouts: For those who want exclusive information, the Racingwithbruno team shakes the bushes at dawn to provide clients with independent, qualitative
observations of works at primary tracks where we have boots on the ground. Anyone can access the date, distance, time, and where the time of a particular
work falls in relation to others at that distance on that day—our workout analysis is based on years of observations and experience and is the kind of
information you won’t get anywhere else.
DELTA Figures: DELTA, the fourth letter in the Greek Alphabet and the name of our figure that combines the four handicapping factors that can lead to a
winning performance. Three years in the making, the DELTA Figures are a combination figure that controls for the conditions of today’s race. The lower the
number the better chance for success in the field. DELTA Figs are the latest handicapping tool from Racingwithbruno.
DELTA Fig Key
DELTA followed by ‘d’ is computed off dirt race when no turf race available
DELTA followed by ’t’ is computed off turf race when no dirt race available
DELTA in parenthesis, '( )' is computed off race more than 90 days
NEW FEATURE: Workmates in the workout report will now be BOLD and ALL CAPS, plus their latest Delta will be added:
Roco Rojo (22Δ) working on the turf with Waki Island (26Δ) finished in.....
As you read report you will be able to see the class level or current form ability figs, Additionally, you can click on the horse name and
you will see what we have for the workmate over that time period. Another great feature with your BrunoWiththeWorks
Workout Rankings: Racingwithbruno developed a system for ranking workouts and tested it at the windows, honing the formula through
months of trial and error. In the beginning, the rankings were constructed by hand. It was time consuming. Once we developed an
algorithm it became a product we could offer to out clients and allowed us to produce rankings for any track across the country. Our
rankings rate works on a scale of horses relative to others in their peer group. We don’t just look at time, we look at maidens working
with maidens versus maidens working with more esteemed company, etc. I’m not going to give our system away, but the rankings
reliably indicate how a horse has been working in relation to its peers at a particular facility.
PEDI GREE DESI GNATI ONS
Dirt (D) - Bred to win on dirt.; Good Family Wins (PR3) - Subject placed within first two starts; OR no 2YO blacktype earners in immediate family; 50% or more of siblings (or dam if less than 3 starters) won/placed in first 2
starts as 2YO/3YO. Sire First Time Winner stats average or better. Sire stats below average, downgrade to PR2.; Minor Blacktype (CL3) - Subject has non-graded stakes earnings; OR there are non-graded stakes placed
earners in immediate family; OR dam has blacktype earnings and/or there are multiple blacktype earners in the second or third generation. ; Multi-Surface (M) - Immediate family and/or dam family won/placed over
multiple surfaces.; Sprint/Miler (SP/M) - Bred to best as a sprinter/miler (6 furlongs to 1 1/16 miles); Strong Family Wins (PR4) - Subject won within first two starts; OR 2YO non-graded blacktype earner in immediate
family and 50%+ of siblings, or dam if less than 3 starters, won/placed in first 2 starts as 2YO. Sire First Time Winner stats average or better. Sire stats below average, downgrade to PR3.;
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